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We present a measurement ofZ0 boson and Drell-Yan production cross sections inp̄p collisions atAs
51.8 TeV using a sample of 107 pb21 accumulated by the Collider Detector at Fermilab. The Drell-Yan cross
section is measured in the mass range ofMmm.40 GeV/c2. We compare the measurements with the predic-
tions of quantum chromodynamics in both leading order and next-to-leading order, incorporating the recent
parton distribution functions. The measurements are consistent with the standard model expectations.
@S0556-2821~99!01603-3#

PACS number~s!: 13.60.Hb, 12.38.Qk, 13.38.Dg, 13.85.Qk

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1970, Drell and Yan developed a model for the pro-
duction of massive lepton pairs in hadron-hadron collisions
@1#. The Drell-Yan processes are

h11h2→ l n̄ l1X

→ l 1l 21X, ~1.1!

where l 5(e,m,t) and n l is the corresponding neutrino. In
the standard model, the lepton pair is produced via interme-
diate vector bosons:W→ l n̄ l or g* /Z→ l 1l 2. The Drell-Yan
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process probes the structure of hadrons in a manner analo-
gous to deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering~DIS!. The
DIS processes

l 1N→ l 1X

n l1N→n l1X

n l1N→ l 1X ~1.2!

whereN is a nucleon, and the Drell-Yan processes are re-
lated. The DIS processes are the t-channel equivalents of the
s-channel Drell-Yan processes.

In p̄p collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron,W and g* /Z
bosons are primarily produced by quark and anti-quark an-
nihilations

q̄11q28→W→ l n̄ l

q̄11q2→g* /Z→ l 1l 2. ~1.3!

The Drell-Yan process probes the structure of protons at the
scaleQ25M2, whereQ is the 4-momentum transfer andM
the boson mass. At the Tevatron, this scale can be quite
large: up tos5(1.8 TeV)2. From W boson production, in-
formation on parton distribution functions~PDFs! can be ex-
tracted from the decay lepton’s charge asymmetry in rapid-
ity. In leading order QCD, theW boson production cross
section is directly proportional to the u-quark,u(x), and
d-quark,d(x), momentum density functions. The variablex
is the quark momentum fraction. The charge asymmetry
measurement has been used to extract precise information on
the slope ofd(x)/u(x) in the proton @2# over 0.007,x
,0.27. Forg* /Z production, the leading order cross section
is directly proportional to a sum of products of identical
quark density functions

s}(
q

f qq~x1!q~x2! ~1.4!

where the sum is over the quark~and anti-quark! density
functions, andf q is a factor that contains the quark-lepton
coupling to theg* /Z0, the propagator pieces, etc. The kine-
matic variables (x1 ,x2) can be fully reconstructed from final
state lepton pairs ase1e2 andm1m2. Thus, by measuring
the differential cross section as a function of theee andmm
invariant mass and boson rapidity (y) @3#, information on
PDFs can also be obtained.

Previously, the Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! ex-
periment has measured@4# the Drell-Yan differential cross
section:

d2s/dMdyuyu,1[
1

2 E21

1 d2s

dMdy
dy. ~1.5!

The measurement covers the mass range 11,M
,150 GeV/c2 and is obtained from dielectons (ee) and
dimuons~mm! from '4 pb21 of p̄p collisions taken during
the 1988–1989 collider run. The results at low mass were
shown to be consistent with a 1/M3 dependence of

d2s/dMdyuyu,1 as is expected for the annihilation of point-
like quarks and anti-quarks into virtual photons. At the time,
the measurement favored PDFs which had the largest quark
contribution in thex interval 0.006 to 0.03, in particular, the
sets of PDFs which had been extracted from the most recent
DIS data.

The analysis presented here is based on dimuons from the
1992–1993 and 1994–1995 collider runs. The integrated lu-
minosity from the 1992–1993 run is 18.860.7 pb21 and the
integrated luminosity from the 1994–1995 run is 88.6
67.1 pb21. The totalZ boson cross section, the Drell-Yan
differential cross section,d2s/dMdyuyu,1 , and the shape of
the y distribution for theZ mass region are measured. The
total Z boson cross section is obtained from dimuons span-
ning the mass range, 66,M,116 GeV/c2. The Drell-Yan
differential cross section measurement covers the mass range
Mmm.40 GeV/c2. This corresponds to a probed region inx
of 0.02 and above. They distribution for dimuons in the
66,M,116 GeV/c2 region is measured overuyu,1. These
measurements test QCD calculations and the consistency of
PDFs used in those calculations.

The Drell-Yan cross section at high mass is sensitive to
new physics. The high massmm data has already been used
to set limits on quark-lepton compositeness@5# and new
heavy neutral gauge boson production@6#.

A description of the detector is given in Sec. II. The data
selection is described in Sec. III. The Monte Carlo simula-
tion used to calculate the acceptance and other quantities is
described in Sec. IV. A description on muon selection effi-
ciencies is given in Sec. V. Section VI describes the back-
grounds. Section VII describes the measurement of theZ
cross section. Section VIII describes the measurement of the
Drell-Yan production cross section and gives the rapidity
distribution in theZ region.

II. DATA ACQUISITION

A. Detector

The Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! is a solenoidal
magnetic spectrometer surrounded by projective tower ge-
ometry calorimeters and outer muon detectors. The CDF de-
tector is described in detail elsewhere@7#. We briefly de-
scribe the detectors that are used in this measurement. An
elevation view of one quarter of the CDF detector is shown
in Fig. 1.

The magnetic spectrometer consists of a 1.4 T axial mag-
netic field, a central tracking chamber~CTC! which is an 84
layer cylindrical drift chamber, and a vertex tracking cham-
ber ~VTX !. The VTX determines thep̄p collision point
along the beam line (z axis! and constrains the origin of
track helices. This spectrometer measures the lepton charge
and momentum. The momentum resolution for beam-
constrained tracks isdPT /PT

2'0.001, where PT is in
GeV/c.

The calorimeters used in this analysis are the central elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic sampling calorimeters. They cover
the pseudorapidity@3# region uhu,1.1. The central electro-
magnetic calorimeter~CEM! and the central hadron calorim-
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eter~CHA! have complete coverage inf. The CHA provides
pulse timing information from time to digital converters
~CHA TDC!. These TDC’s measure the time elapsed with
respect to the beam-beam crossing for particles that traverse
the scintillators in the CHA. The calorimeters have a projec-
tive tower geometry. They are constructed as 24 ‘‘wedges’’
in f for h,0 and 24 ‘‘wedges’’ forh.0. Each wedge
consists of 10 electromagnetic towers and 8 hadronic towers.
The energy resolution of the CEM is 13.5%/AET% 2%, and
the resolution of the CHA is 50%/AET% 3% ~whereET is in
GeV!.

Muons are reconstructed and identified using the informa-
tion from the tracking devices, the electromagnetic and had-
ronic calorimeters, and the muon detectors. The muon detec-
tors are drift chambers that are outside of the hadronic
calorimeters in the central region. There are three muon de-
tectors: the central muon detector~CMU @8#!, the central
muon upgrade detector~CMP @9#!, and the central muon ex-
tension detector~CMX!. The CMU is located behind five
absorption lengths of material and consists of four layers of
drift chambers covering 84% of the solid angle foruhu
<0.6. The CMP is located behind an additional three ab-
sorption lengths of material and covers 63% of the solid
angle foruhu<0.6. The CMP significantly reduces misiden-
tification of hadrons as muons. About 53% of the solid angle
for uhu<0.6 is covered by both detectors. The CMX detector
covers the pseudorapidity region, 0.6,uhu,1.0. It has four
layers of drift tubes sandwiched between scintillation
counters.

B. Trigger

A three-level trigger selects the muons used in this analy-
sis. The level 1 central inclusive muon trigger requires a
muon track in the CMU withPT.6 GeV/c. Where CMP

coverage is available,PT.3 GeV/c in the CMP is also re-
quired. ThePT of a muon track is determined by the bend
angle of the track measured by muon drift chambers. The
level 1 trigger for the CMX detector is similar to the CMU
one, and the scintillation counters on both sides of the CMX
are used in the trigger.

The level 2 triggers require the tracks in the muon detec-
tors to match tracks in the CTC found by the Central Fast
Tracker~CFT! @10#, a hardware track processor. These tracks
must match within 5° in azimuthal angle. Tracks were re-
quired to havePT.9.2 GeV/c for 1992–1993 data andPT

.12 GeV/c for 1994–1995 data. The level 2 muon trigger
coverage inh2f space is shown in Fig. 2. This analysis
only uses level 2 triggers in theuhu<0.6 region; this covers
;42% of the area inh2f space. There are two types of
level 2 triggers used in this analysis. The first trigger
~CMUP! selects events in the detector regions covered by
both the CMU and the CMP, and the second~CMNP! trigger
selects events in the detector regions covered only by the
CMU. About 90% of the data selected by the CMNP trigger
in the 1994–1995 data was pre-scaled with a pre-scale factor
that varied between 1 and 40. The pre-scale factor is set
dynamically using an algorithm which is based on the instan-
taneous luminosity during data taking. The average prescale
factor during the 1994–1995 run was 2.0. The CMX trigger
covers the pseudorapidity range 0.6,uhu,1.0. In this analy-
sis, the CMX trigger is only used in the measurement of the
CMUP and CMNP trigger efficiencies.

The level 3 trigger performs a full event reconstruction.
At level 3, the inclusive muon trigger requires a track in a
muon detector that is matched in the azimuthal plane to a
CTC track which has been fully reconstructed in three di-
mensions. ThePT of the muon track is required to be greater
than 18 GeV/c without a beam vertex constraint.

FIG. 1. One-quarter of the CDF detector. The detector is symmetric about the interaction point.
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III. DATA SELECTION

A. Dimuon selection

One muon is required to havePT>20 GeV/c and to have
passed the inclusive muon trigger. This muon is called the
first muon. The other muon of the pair is called the second
muon. For theZ0 cross section analysis, the second muon is
required to havePT>20 GeV/c. For the measurement of the
Drell-Yan production cross section, the requirement on the
second muon is less restrictive:PT>17 GeV/c. This in-
creases the acceptance in the lowest mass bin. The muon
momenta are reconstructed from tracks which are con-
strained to thep̄p interaction vertex using an average beam
position. The reconstructed momenta are also corrected for a
small misalignment of the CTC with respect to the beam axis
and the magnetic field@11#. The CTC tracks of both muons
are required to point back to within 5 cm of the closest event
vertex location along the beam line~the uDZvtxu cut!. The
primary vertex is required to be within 60 cm of the nominal
center of the detector~the uZvtxu cut!. The primary vertex
distribution along the beam direction is approximately
Gaussian with width'26 cm.

Muons originating from the Drell-Yan process are ex-
pected to be isolated from the other particles in the event.
Muons from other physics processes are produced in asso-
ciation with jets and other particles nearby in
pseudorapidity~h!-azimuthal angle~f! space. To select
muons which are not associated with other calorimetric ac-
tivity, an isolation variableI is defined as

I 5ET
cone2ET

cluster, ~3.1!

whereET
cone is the sum of the EM and HAD transverse ener-

gies in all of the towers~including the muon cluster! in a
radius of R5A(Dh)21(Df)250.4 centered around the
muon cluster andET

cluster is the transverse energy in the muon
cluster. The muon isolationI is required to be less than 4

GeV ~the isolation cut! for events with a dimuon invariant
mass less than 110 GeV/c2. At higher dimuon invariant
mass, final state QED radiation may be generated close to the
muons. This lowers the efficiency at high invariant dimuon
mass. Therefore, for dimuon invariant masses greater than or
equal to 110 GeV/c2, the isolation cut isI ,0.13PT . The
PT dependent isolation cut is'4.0 GeV around theZ mass,
and it equals the fixed cut of 4.0 GeV used below an invari-
ant mass of 110 GeV/c2. In addition, muons fromZ0 boson
production and the Drell-Yan process are required to be op-
positely charged.

The muon selection cuts are given in the Table I. The first
muon must have a track in the muon chambers and must pass
the tight selection cuts. A match between the track in the
CTC and the track segment in the CMU chambers~and CMP
chambers if available! is required. The matching in the azi-
muthal plane (r3Df) is required to be<2.0 cm and
<5.0 cm in the CMU (uDxCMUu) and the CMP (uDxCMPu)
muon detectors, respectively. Wherever available, a muon
segment in the CMP chamber is required. This minimizes
misidentification of hadronic punchthrough as muons.

The second muon need not have a track in the muon
chambers. It is required to pass the following fiducial and
track quality cuts. The fiducial cut isuhu<1.2. To ensure the
quality of the CTC track, the muon candidate is required to
have hits in at least three out of the five axial superlayers in
the CTC. This track quality cut is called theNCTC cut. Muons
deposit a minimum ionizing signal in the calorimeters. The
most probable minimum ionizing signal is;0.3 GeV in the
CEM and;2.0 GeV in the CHA. Muons fromZ0 decays can
be identified very efficiently by requiring the energy depos-
ited in the CEM calorimeter to haveEEM<2 GeV and the
energy deposited in the CHA calorimeter to haveEHAD
<6 GeV. These requirements become less efficient as the
muon energy becomes higher.

In order to maintain good efficiency for high energy
muons, the minimum ionizing signal cuts are relaxed for
very high muon energies. We have used theGEANT package
@12# to determine the appropriateEEM andEHAD cut values.
The CEM and the CHA muon identification energy cuts are
chosen to be functions of the muon energy (Em) as follows:

For Em,100 GeV: They areEEM,2 GeV andEHAD
,6 GeV.
For Em>100 GeV: Energy dependent cuts are used.
They are EEM,21C13(Em2100) GeV and EHAD
,61C23(Em2100) GeV.

The C1 and C2 are determined by maintaining a CEM en-
ergy cut which is 98% efficient, and a CHA energy cut
which is 97% efficient:C150.0115 andC250.0280. These
cuts are called the MIN I cuts.

B. Cosmic ray and background removal

Cosmic ray muons are the dominant source of background
at high invariant mass. The suppression of the background
from cosmic rays is accomplished by requiring that the two
muon tracks are not consistent with a cosmic ray muon going
through the detector. The first cut is based on the timing

FIG. 2. The CDF level 2 trigger coverage inh2f space for
muons in the region of pseudo-rapidityuhu<1.
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information ~CHA TDC! from the scintillators in the CHA.
Dimuons originating from thep̄p vertex have equal flight
times to the CHA. Cosmic ray muons which enter from one
side of the detector and leave through the opposite side have
different times of flight. The cuts on the absolute TDC values
and the difference between the TDC values on the top and
those on the bottom of the CDF detector are optimized to
maintain a high efficiency for beam related events. For beam
related events, the TDC distributions are peaked around zero.
When both top and bottom TDC information exists, the CHA
TDC differenceDTDC[TDCtop2TDCbottom is required to be
greater than or equal to210 nsec, where TDCtop and
TDCbottom are the timing of the top and the bottom TDC’s,
respectively. The individual TDC’s~bottom or top! must be
between212 nsec and 16 nsec for the 1992–1993 data and
28 nsec and 20 nsec for the 1994–1995 data. The fraction of
events for which CHA TDC information from both the top
and bottom TDC’s are available is'90%.

The second cut used to reject cosmic rays is the back-to-
back tracking cut. The back-to-back variables arehb-b5h1
1h2 andfb-b5p2uf12f2u, where (h1 ,f1) and (h2 ,f2)
are the trajectories of the two muons. The veto requirement
is:

When both top and bottom CHA TDC information is
available, events with bothuhb-bu,0.1 and ufb-bu
,0.0175 are removed.
When only the top or bottom CHA TDC information is
available, events with bothuhb-bu,0.2 and ufb-bu
,0.035~a larger cone! are removed.
If the two muon tracks can be fit as one continuous
track, consistent with originating from a single cosmic
ray muon, the event is removed.

For some cosmic rays, one side of the track is not recon-
structed and the cosmic ray appears as a single track ema-
nating from the beam line. These cosmic ray tracks usually
do not intersect inz with tracks from p̄p interactions. To
reject them, we requireuZm1

2Zm2
u,10 cm, whereZm1

and

Zm2
are thez intercepts of the tracks. All cuts used in the

cosmic ray rejection are summarized in Table II.
There are two categories of backgrounds remaining after

the cosmic ray rejection. The first is the charge symmetric
background from typical jets. Most of these events are from
hadronic punchthrough or decays in flight of pions and ka-
ons. For this background the number of opposite charge
dimuons are approximately equal to the number of same
charge dimuons. Thus, this background is removed by sub-
tracting the same-charge pairs from the opposite-charge
pairs. The second category of background is fromt1t2,
W1W2, cc̄, bb̄, and t t̄ production. Dimuons from this
source are mostly oppositely charged. This background is
measured using our e-m data.

IV. ACCEPTANCE

A. Event simulation

A Monte Carlo program is used to determine corrections
for acceptance and some of the efficiencies. The Monte Carlo
program consists of an event generator based on a physics
model and a subsequent detector simulation. This is used to
calculate an acceptance that includes detector resolution ef-
fects. Because detector resolution effects are included in the
acceptance, the physics model has been ‘‘tuned’’ so that the
simulated results agree with the data.

TABLE I. List of selection requirements on both muons. The requirements on the first muon~the trigger
m! are called tight requirements. The requirements on the second muon are called loose requirements. The
loose cut requirement ofPT>20 GeV/c is for theZ0 cross section analysis; for the Drell-Yan cross section
analysis it isPT>17 GeV/c.

Type of cut Tight cut Loose cut

PT >20 GeV/c >20 GeV/c
or

>17 GeV/c
uDxCMUu ,2.0 cm N/A
uDxCMPu ,5.0 cm N/A
uDZvtxu ,5.0 cm ,5.0 cm
uZvtxu ,60 cm ,60 cm
NCTC N/A >3
Isolation
Mmm,110 GeV/c2: I ,4 GeV
Mmm>110 GeV/c2: I ,0.13PT GeV
MIN I, EEM

Em,100 GeV: EEM,2 GeV
Em>100 GeV: EEM,210.01153(Em2100) GeV
MIN I, EHAD

Em,100 GeV: EHAD,6 GeV
Em>100 GeV: EHAD,610.02803(Em2100) GeV
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The Monte Carlo program generatesg* ’s and Z’s using
the lowest order diagram,qq̄→g* /Z with CTEQ-3L @13#
parton distribution functions. The boson masses are distrib-
uted according to a relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution. In
order to mimic the kinematic effect of higher-order initial-
state QCD radiation, the dileptons are generated with aPT
according to aPT distribution ofW’s as measured@14# in p̄p
collisions atAs51.8 TeV. In addition, higher order QCD
corrections to the mass distribution are added to the leading-
order cross section by using a ‘‘K-factor’’: K(M2)51
1 4

3 (11 4
3 p2)as(M2)/2p @15#, where as is the two loop

QCD coupling. For M.40 GeV/c2, K is 1.3–1.4. This
K-factor is used as an event weight.

The generated events are passed on to thePHOTOS 2.0
@16# Monte Carlo program, which adds QED final state ra-
diation to theg* /Z decay. Initial state QED radiation is not
generated.PHOTOS generates QED radiative corrections for
resonance decays using a leading-logarithmic, fragmentation
function approximation. This has the proper soft photon be-
havior. The standardPHOTOSparameters are set to generate
photons with energy greater than 1% of the dimuon invariant
mass. This allows for double bremsstrahlung and interfer-
ence between emission from them1 andm2. Double brems-
strahlung is simulated by the double application of the
leading-logarithmic algorithm. ThePHOTOS differential dis-
tributions compare well with explicitO(aem) matrix element
calculations@16#.

The QED radiative corrections fromPHOTOS have been
checked by usingg* (Z)→m1m2 events generated by
PYTHIA @17# and subsequently processed byPHOTOS. Figure
3 shows the ratio of the cross section with QED radiative
corrections (ds f /dM) to that without radiative corrections
(dsDY/dM). The radiative corrections predicted by the
PYTHIA/PHOTOS Monte Carlo simulation agree with those
calculated explicitly to orderO(aem

3 ) in a next-to-leading-
logarithmic ~NLL ! fragmentation function formalism@18#.
The cross section ratio tests QED radiative corrections be-
cause the underlying dimuon mass spectrum divides out in
the ratio. The ratio is 1.8 at a dimuon mass around
60 GeV/c2 and 0.95 at a dimuon mass above 110 GeV/c2.

The generated events with final state photons are passed
on to a detector simulation. The muon curvature is smeared
using the CTC tracking resolution

dpT /pT
250.0009060.00009 ~4.1!

for 1992–1993 data and

dpT /pT
250.0011260.00005 ~4.2!

for 1994–1995 data. The energies of the final state photons
are smeared using the CEM calorimeter resolution,

S dE

E D 2

5S 0.135

AET
D 2

1~0.02!2 ~4.3!

for both 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data.

B. Acceptance calculation

The Monte Carlo program described in Sec. IV A is used
to determine the kinematic and geometric acceptances for
both theZ0 cross section and the Drell-Yan differential cross
section measurements. The kinematic portion of the accep-
tance is the efficiency of the dimuon events to pass thePT
cut. The geometric portion of the acceptance is the efficiency

TABLE II. Cosmic ray rejection cuts. The CHA TDC cut values in parentheses are for the 1994–1995
data.

Type of cut Requirement
TDCtop and TDCbottom Only TDCtop or TDCbottom

Available Available

CHA TDC 212<TDCm1 ,m2
<16 212<TDCm1(m2)<16

~nsec! (28<TDCm1 ,m2
<20) (28<TDCm1(m2)<20)

DTDC >210 nsec N/A
Back-to-Back uhb-bu>0.1 or uhb-bu>0.2 or

ufb-bu>0.0175 ufb-bu>0.035
uZm1

2Zm2
u ,10 cm

Continuity Track 1 and 2 not consistent with a single track

FIG. 3. The radiative correction,ds f /dM to dsDY/dM versus
the m1m2 mass. The solid line is the NLL calculation, and the
histogram is fromPYTHIA/PHOTOS.
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of the muons to traverse the fiducial and triggerable volume
of the detector and to satisfy the cosmic ray back-to-back
cut.

The acceptanceAZ for the Z0 cross section measurement
is calculated using

AZ5
Nmm

acc~Z!

Ng* /Z0
gen ~4.4!

whereNmm
acc~Z! is the number of accepted events in the dimuon

mass range 66,Mmm
sm ,116 GeV/c2, andNg* /Z

gen is the num-
ber of generatedg* /Z0’s in the mass range 66,Mg* /Z0

gen

,116 GeV/c2. The reconstructed mass,Mmm
sm , is resolution

smeared and includes the effect of QED radiative correc-
tions. We extract acceptances of (15.960.4)% for the 1992–
1993 data and (16.860.4)% for the 1994–1995 data. The
errors are the combined Monte Carlo statistical error and
systematic errors. The systematic errors are presented in Sec.
VII.

The acceptance for the measurement of the Drell-Yan dif-
ferential cross section,d2s/dMdyuyu,1 , is calculated using

AM5
Nmm

acc~M!

Nuyu,1
gen . ~4.5!

The acceptanceAM is for a mass bin covering the range
M (low) to M (high). TheNmm

acc~M! is the number of events
accepted in the dimuon mass rangeM (low),Mmm

sm

,M (high). The Mmm
sm is the reconstructed mass, and it is

resolution smeared and includes the effect of QED radiative
corrections. TheNuyu,1

gen is the number of generatedg* /Z0’s
with rapidities of uyu,1 and with M (low),Mg* /Z0

gen

,M (high).

V. EFFICIENCIES

A. Muon identification and selection efficiencies

The muon identification and selection efficiencies used in
this analysis are:

An overall combined efficiency, called ‘‘e tight , ’’ for a
muon in the CMU fiducial region to pass the tight cuts,
the isolation cut, and the offline tracking.
An overall combined efficiency, called ‘‘e loose1,’’ for a
muon in the CMU fiducial region to pass the loose cuts,
isolation cut, and the offline tracking.
An overall combined efficiency, called ‘‘e loose2,’’ for a
muon outside the CMU fiducial region to pass the loose
cuts, the isolation cut, and the offline tracking.~The
region outside the CMU fiducial region will be referred
to as the non-CMU region.!

These efficiencies are extracted from a sample of highPT
muons. The sample is selected with criteria which are differ-
ent from those used in Sec. III A. One muon must pass all the
tight selection cuts. The second muon must havePT
.20 GeV/c, and its charge must be opposite to the first one.
In order to obtain a more pure sample, we restrict the effi-

ciency sample to a narrow mass region ofZ0 decays: 80
,Mm1m2,100 GeV/c2. There are 293 events satisfying
these cuts in the 1992–1993 data and 1383 events in the
1994–1995 data. The number of charge symmetric back-
ground events from typical jets is small: there are no same-
sign events in the 1992–1993 data and 4 events in the 1994–
1995 data. These same-sign events are subtracted in the
efficiency calculation. The muon identification and selection
efficiencies are measured using the second muon. Since this
muon does not have any identification or selection cuts ap-
plied to it, the efficiency is the fraction that passes the cuts.
Figure 4 shows the dimuon invariant mass distributions for
the events which have the second muon failing the tight and
the loose muon identification cut.

The muon identification and selection efficiencies are
given in Table III. TheuZvtxu cut efficiency is not in Table III
because it is applied to the event rather than to individual
muons. Because of correlations between the cuts,e tight ,
e loose1, ande loose2are not products of the individual efficien-
cies. The offline tracking efficiency of (99.760.1)% is inde-

FIG. 4. Efficiency study using a sample ofZ0 events. The
dimuon invariant mass distribution for the events in which the sec-
ond muon fails the tight~upper plot!, and the loose~lower plot!
muon identification cut.

TABLE III. Efficiency of the tight cuts (e tight), the CMU loose
cuts (e loose1), and the non-CMU loose cuts (e loose2).

1992–1993 data 1994–1995 data
Cut Efficiency~%! Efficiency ~%!

MIN I 96.760.8 96.160.4
uDZvtxu 100.020.3

10.0 99.960.1
uDxCMUu,uDxCMPu 95.761.2 94.360.6
I 97.960.6 98.060.3
NCTC 99.560.4 99.560.2
Tracking efficiency 99.760.1 99.760.1
e tight 88.161.9 86.361.1
e loose1 91.961.5 92.160.7
e loose2 93.462.0 91.761.1
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pendent of the other cuts and it is measured separately. A
description of the extraction of the track reconstruction effi-
ciency is given in Ref.@19#.

B. Muon trigger efficiency T

The efficiency of the combined level 1 and level 2 inclu-
sive muon trigger is measured using a sample of highPT
muons. We require two muons and that both muons pass
tighter criteria than in Sec. III A.

PT>20 GeV/c.
EEM,2 GeV andEHAD,6 GeV.
uZm2Zvtxu<5 cm.
I ,2 GeV.
The cosmic rays are removed as described in Sec. III B.

There are three mutually exclusive level 2 inclusive muon
triggers in the central region: the CMUP trigger, the CMNP
trigger, and the CMX trigger. The data set used for the phys-
ics analysis requires the CMUP or the CMNP trigger. How-
ever, to study the efficiency of these triggers, we also use the
CMX trigger. In order to measure the trigger efficiency of
the CMUP trigger, a CMNP or a CMX trigger is required for
one of the muons, while for the CMNP trigger efficiency
measurement, a CMUP or a CMX trigger is required for one
of the muons. We measure the efficiency of the CMUP and
CMNP triggers combined with both the level 1 trigger effi-
ciency and the CMU and CMP drift chamber hit efficiencies.
To do so, we project each muon’s CTC track to the muon
detectors to see if it is in the triggerable region of the CMU
or CMP detectors. If it is, we use the trigger data to deter-
mine if the muon fired the CMUP or CMNP trigger. The
combined hit, level 1, and level 2 trigger efficiency is the
fraction of the time these triggers are set. The CMNP trigger
efficiency includes the prescaling on this trigger.

The ‘‘tight’’ cuts used in the offline analysis selection of
muons are more stringent than the cuts used by the level 3
trigger. Therefore, the offline selection efficiency includes
the efficiency of the level 3 cuts. Table IV summarizes the
result of the trigger efficiency measurements.

C. Combined efficiencyeZ

In order to derive a general formula for the overall com-
bined Z0 trigger and event selection efficiency, we divide

events into six different categories based on the trigger ge-
ometry of dimuons in an event: CMUP-CMUP, CMNP-
CMNP, CMUP-CMNP, CMNP-CMUP, CMUP-only, and
CMNP-only. In each pair, the first region is for the muon
passing the tight cuts.

For the CMUP-CMUP, CMNP-CMNP, CMUP-CMNP,
or CMNP-CMUP categories, there are three possible out-
comes for the trigger.

Both muons pass the trigger with the probability
Tm1

Tm2
.

Only one muon passes the trigger with the probability
Tm1

(12Tm2
)1Tm2

(12Tm1
).

Both muons fail the trigger with the probability (1
2Tm1

)(12Tm2
).

TheTm1
andTm2

are the muon trigger efficiencies:TCMUP for

muons in the CMUP region andTCMNP for muons in the
CMNP region. Of course, the third outcome is not in the data
sample. Each event can have three possible selection out-
comes.

Both muons pass tight cuts with a probability (e tight)
2.

One muon passes tight cuts while the other muon
passes the loose cuts but not the tight cuts with a probability
2etight~eloose12etight!.

Both muons pass the loose cuts only.
Since only the ‘‘tight-tight’’ and ‘‘tight-loose’’ combinations
are selected in the analysis, the event selection efficiency is
etight~2eloose12etight!. Since each event which passes the selec-
tion criteria also has to pass the trigger, the general efficiency
formula for the first four trigger geometries is given by:

em1m2
5@etight~2eloose12etight!#@Tm1

Tm2
1Tm1

~12Tm2
!

1Tm2
~12Tm1

!#. ~5.1!

The m1 andm2 denote either CMUP or CMNP.
For the CMUP-only and the CMNP-only trigger geom-

etries, only one of the muons is in a trigger fiducial region.
The selection efficiency is given by the probability
etighteloose2. The efficiency formula for these trigger geom-
etries is given by

em5etighteloose2•Tm , ~5.2!

TABLE IV. Summary of trigger efficiency calculation.

1992–1993 DATA SET
Reference Trigger Trigger Examined Pass Candidates Efficiency

CMUP1CMX CMNP 15 17 0.88260.078
CMNP1CMX CMUP 29 37 0.78460.068

1994–1995 DATA SET
Reference Trigger Trigger Examined Pass Candidates Efficiency

CMUP only CMNP 14 14 1.00020.106
10.0

(*Ldt'10 pb21) not prescaled
CMUP only CMNP 43 92 0.46760.052

prescaled
CMNP1CMX CMUP 186 229 0.81260.026
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whereTm is the muon trigger efficiency:TCMUP for a muon
in the CMUP region andTCMNP for a muon in the CMNP
region.

The overall combined trigger and event selection effi-
ciency forZ0 events is given by

eZ5~FUUeUU1FUNeUN1FNUeNU1FNNeNN

1FUeU1FNeN!3eVTX3eTDC. ~5.3!

TheFUU , FUN , FNU , FNN , FN , andFU are the fractions of
the CMUP-CMUP, the CMUP-CMNP, the CMNP-CMUP,
the CMNP-CMNP, the CMNP-only, and CMUP-only trigger
geometry events in the sample, respectively. TheFUU , FUN ,
FNU , FNN , FN , and FU are calledevent fractions. These
event fractions are determined using the Monte Carlo pro-
gram of Sec. IV A. TheeUU , eUN , eNU , eNN , eU , andeN
are the corresponding overall trigger and selection efficien-
cies. The quantityeVTX is the efficiency of theuZvtxu
,60 cm cut@20#. The quantityeTDC is the efficiency of the
CHA TDC timing cut used to reject cosmic rays. It is deter-
mined using the the efficiency sample of Sec. V A. Cosmic
rays are removed from this sample by using a very tight
back-to-back veto condition:uhb-bu,0.2 andufb-bu,0.035.

The event fractions and efficiencies are given in Table V.
The slight difference in the event fractions between the two
data sets reflects dead chambers during the 1992–1993 data
taking. The overall combined trigger and event selection ef-
ficiency are

eZ50.64760.036 for the 1992–1993 data

eZ50.56760.014 for the 1994–1995 data.
~5.4!

The lower efficiency for the 1994–1995 data is due to the
prescaling of the CMNP trigger.

D. Mass dependent efficiencyeM

The efficiency calculation described in the previous sec-
tion is based on a sample ofZ events. These efficiencies are
also used to determine the efficiencies for Drell-Yan events
in the other mass bins. The dimuon mass dependence of the
overall efficiency originates from three sources.

The variation of the event fractions with the dimuon
mass.
The final state QED radiation is larger at high mass and
affects the CEM energy cut and the calorimeter isola-
tion cut.
The muon energy dependence of the MIN I cuts.

The dimuon mass dependence of the event fractions is
extracted from the Monte Carlo~MC! simulation. The maxi-
mum variation of the event fractions at other mass bins rela-
tive to the event fractions at theZ0 mass bin are 44.9%,
86.9%, 80.3%, 22.4%, 16.7%, and 10.3% forFUU , FUN ,
FNU , FNN , FN , andFU respectively.

The effects of final state QED radiation on the minimum
ionizing particle cuts and the calorimeter isolation cuts are
determined using the Monte Carlo simulation. In addition to
the nominal energy deposited by the muon in the CEM, pho-
tons from final state QED radiation are also projected to the
CEM and their energies are added to those towers that they
intersect. Next, theEEM minimum ionization cut and the
calorimeter isolation cuts are applied, and the individual and
combined efficiencies of those cuts are calculated. The mass
dependent tight and loose cut efficiencies@e tight(M ) and
e loose(M )# are obtained by normalizing the MC efficiencies
to the data at theZ0 mass bin:

e tight~M !5e tight•
eiso•EM

MC ~M !

eiso•EM
MC ~MZ!

e loose~M !5e loose•
eiso•EM

MC ~M !

eiso•EM
MC ~MZ!

, ~5.5!

where eiso•EM
MC (M ) is the Monte Carlo’s combined isolation

andEEM cut efficiency overM (low),Mmm,M (high), and
eiso•EM

MC (MZ) is the Monte Carlo’s combined isolation and
EEM cut efficiency over theZ0 mass bin of 80,Mmm
,100 GeV/c2.

With increasing energies, muons deposit more energy in
the calorimeters due to increased energy losses frome1e2

pair production and bremsstrahlung. The MIN I cuts are de-
signed to maintain a nearly constant efficiency forEm
>100 GeV. ForEm,100 GeV, the MIN I cuts onEEM and
EHAD are fixed and they become more efficient asEm de-
creases. Thus, the combined MIN I cut efficiency for a muon
pair is slightly dependent on the dimuon mass. We denote
this by eMIN I (M ). The same GEANT calculation@12# used
to the set theEEM andEHAD cut values forEm>100 GeV is
used to determineeMIN I (M ). This efficiency is renormalized
into the MIN I efficiency correction function foreZ :

f MIN I ~M !5
eMIN I ~M !

eMIN I ~MZ!
, ~5.6!

where eMIN I (M ) is the efficiency overM (low),Mmm
,M (high) andeMIN I (MZ) is the efficiency over theZ0 mass
bin of 80,Mmm,100 GeV. The efficiency correction func-
tion f MIN I (M ) is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 5.

TABLE V. Summary of event fractions3 efficiencies,eVTX ,
andeTDC used foreZ .

1992–93Z sample 1994–95Z sample
FUU3eUU 0.1183(0.80360.036) 0.1153(0.81560.014)
FNN3eNN 0.0233(0.83160.031) 0.0383(0.44560.006)
FUN3eUN 0.0303(0.82160.030) 0.0333(0.76960.017)
FNU3eNU 0.0313(0.82160.030) 0.0343(0.76960.017)
FU3eU 0.5693(0.64560.060) 0.5373(0.64360.011)
FN3eN 0.2303(0.72560.068) 0.2443(0.41760.047)
eVTX 0.95560.011 0.95560.011
eTDC 0.97260.010 0.97560.006
eZ 0.64760.036 0.56760.014
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The first step in calculating the overall efficiency is to
convolute the mass dependent event fractions, tight cut effi-
ciency, loose cut efficiency, trigger efficiency, etc. as is done
for eZ @see Eq.~5.3!#. The next step is to factor inf MIN I (M ).
This gives the overall efficiency,eM . The values of the mass
dependent efficiencies are summarized in Table VI.

VI. BACKGROUNDS

After applying the cosmic ray cuts, the cosmic ray back-
grounds are estimated to be at most 0.7 events for the 1992–
1993 data and 2.6 events for the 1994–1995 data. Because
these upper limit estimates are very small, this background is
neglected.

There is one same sign event in the data, and it occurred
in the 1994–1995 running period. It is assumed that same
sign events give an estimate for the backgrounds originating
from the jet events.

The sum of all backgrounds originating from thet1t2,
cc̄, bb̄, W1W2, and t t̄ is small and is extracted from the
e-m sample. The e-m selection is very similar to the e-m
selection used in the CDF top quark analysis@21#. In addi-
tion to the isolation cut for the first lepton, we apply the
isolation cut for the second lepton in this background mea-
surement.

Figure 6 shows the e-m invariant mass distribution. This
distribution is directly used in the removal of background
from t1t2, cc̄, bb̄, W1W2, and t t̄ sources. We assume
half of the e-m events is a good estimate for these back-
grounds in them1m2 channel.

VII. THE Z0 CROSS SECTION

The measured cross section for the production ofZ0’s is
obtained using

s~Z0!5
~Nobs2Nbkg!•FZ

B~Z0→m1m2!•AZ•eZ•*Ldt
, ~7.1!

whereNobs is the number of observedZ0 candidate events,
Nbkg is the number of background events,*Ldt is the inte-
grated luminosity,B(Z0→m1m2) is theZ0 branching frac-
tion to dimuons,AZ is the acceptance, andeZ is the effi-
ciency. The dimuon mass interval of this measurement is
66,Mmm,116 GeV/c2. The FZ is a correction that ac-
counts for continuum production and the finite mass range.
The factorFZ is

FIG. 5. The efficiency correction function for the MIN I cuts
from a GEANT simulation. These functions are calculated assum-
ing that average muon momenta are approximately factor of 1.1
larger thanMmm/2. The solid line is for the MIN I cuts„f MIN I (M )….
This is used in the Drell-Yan cross section analysis. The dashed line
illustrates the case where the triggering muon passes the fixed
EEM,2 GeV andEHAD,6 GeV cuts and and the second, non-
triggering muon passes the MIN I cuts. The dot-dash line illustrates
the case where both muons pass fixedEEM andEHAD cuts.

TABLE VI. Summary of the selection efficiencies for the com-
bined 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data sets. The dip in the effi-
ciency near 70 GeV is due to events with QED radiation~see Fig. 3!
that fail the MIN I or isolation cuts.

Mass Bin f MIN I eM

GeV/c2

40–50 1.016 0.64360.030
50–60 1.012 0.61960.026
60–70 1.009 0.54760.022
70–78 1.004 0.51360.020
78–86 1.002 0.56660.022
86–90 1.000 0.62660.024
90–94 0.999 0.63060.024
94–102 0.997 0.63560.025
102–110 0.994 0.62760.025
110–120 0.991 0.61960.025
120–150 0.984 0.60960.024
150–200 0.968 0.59660.023
200–250 0.966 0.58860.024
250–300 0.966 0.58660.024
300–400 0.966 0.58360.024
400–500 0.966 0.58460.025

FIG. 6. e-m invariant mass distribution for the 1992–1993 and
1994–1995 data sets combined.
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FZ5
*0

`uZ0u2dM

*66
116uZ01gu2dM

, ~7.2!

whereuZ0u2 is theZ0-only cross section anduZ01gu2 is the
g* /Z0 cross section.

The results fors(Z0) from the 1992–1993 and 1994–
1995 dimuon data are given in Table VII. The table also
includes the event counts, backgrounds, acceptances, etc.
used to calculate the cross section. In the cross sections, the
systematic uncertainties which are added in quadrature are
from the following sources:~1! The systematic error in the
measurement of the luminosity,~2! uncertainties due to
choice of the different PDFs,~3! uncertainties due to the
momentum measurement error, and~4! uncertainties due to
the error on the measured efficiency. The uncertainties due to
choice of the different PDFs are estimated from the accep-
tance change between the default PDF, CTEQ3L, and one of
the PDFs, Martin-Roberts-Stirling set A~MRS-A!,
CTEQ3M, and MRS-D28. The uncertainties in the accep-
tance due to the error on the momentum measurement are
calculated by varying the momentum resolution by61 stan-
dard deviation around the central value of the measured reso-
lution in Eq. ~4.2!. These uncertainties are summarized in
Table VIII. Using B(Z0→m1m2)53.362% @22#, we find
s(Z0)56.4460.57 nb for the 1992–1993 data ands(Z0)
57.0660.64 nb for the 1994–1995 data. Independent of
B(Z0→m1m2), we have s(Z0)•B(Z0→m1m2)5217
619 pb for the 1992–1993 data and 237622 pb for the
1994–1995 data. If the common systematic errors are re-

moved, the results from the 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data
differ by ;1.2 standard deviations. By combining both data
sets, we find

s~Z0!56.9460.53 nb

s~Z0!•B~Z0→m1m2!5233618 pb. ~7.3!

The event counts, backgrounds, acceptances, etc. of the com-
bined data are given in Table VII.

In Fig. 7, we compare our measurement ofs(Z0)•B(Z0

→m1m2) with our earlier results@20,23,24#, the D0 mea-
surements@25#, and QCD theoretical predictions@22,26# of
222 pb with MRS-A PDFs. The dotted lines are the theoret-
ical uncertainty of65% @27#. Table IX shows the variation
in the predicted next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic~NNLO!
cross section for different sets of parton distribution func-

TABLE VII. Summary of the results fors(Z0) using 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data. The result for the
combined 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data is also shown. The branching fraction,B(Z0→m1m2)
53.362%, is used.

1992–1993 1994–1995 Combined
Z0 Events Z0 Events Z0 Events

Candidates 418 1999 2417
Backgrounds 1.360.3 6.261.6 7.561.6
Signal 416.7620.5 1992.8644.7 2409.5649.2
FZ 1.00560.002 1.00560.002 1.00560.002
AZ 0.15960.004 0.16860.004 0.16660.004
eZ 0.64760.036 0.56760.014 0.58160.013
*Ldt 18.860.7 pb21 88.667.1 pb21 107.467.1 pb21

s(Z0) 6.4460.32 ~stat! 7.0660.16 ~stat! 6.9460.14 ~stat!
60.47 ~syst! nb 60.62 ~syst! nb 60.51 ~syst! nb

TABLE VIII. Systematic uncertainties in thes(Z0) measure-
ments.

Sources 1992–1993 1994–1995 Combined
Z0 Events Z0 Events~%! Z0 Events

Luminosity 3.7 8.0 6.6
PDF Choice 2.6 2.5 2.2
Momentum Resolution 1.3 1.0 0.9
Efficiency 5.6 2.6 2.3

FIG. 7. Comparison of measureds(Z0)•B(Z0→m1m2) to pre-
dictions ~solid line! using the next-to-next-to-leading calculation
with the MRS-A parton distribution functions. The dotted lines are
the theoretical uncertainty of65%. Also shown are earlier mea-
surements from CDF and D0. The inner error bar is the combined
statistical and systematic uncertainty and the outer error bar in-
cludes the luminosity uncertainty.
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tions @13,22,26#, compared to the current CDFm1m2 mea-
surement and the published CDFe1e2 measurement@20#.

VIII. THE DRELL-YAN PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION

The differential cross section,ds2/dMdyuyu,1 for p̄p
→m1m21X is obtained using

d2s~MBC!

dMdy uyu,15
Nobs2Nbkg

AM•eM•*Ldt•DM•Dy
•

1

CBC
, ~8.1!

whereMBC is the mass at the center of the mass bin,Nobs is
the number of events in the mass bin passing the cuts,Nbkg is
the sum of all the backgrounds,AM is the acceptance in the
mass bin,eM is the overall efficiency for the mass bin,*Ldt
is the total integrated luminosity,DM is the width of the
mass bin,Dy is the rapidity interval~52 in this analysis!,
andCBC is the correction for bin centering to account for the
mass centroid of the mass bin. The bin centering correction
is

CBC5
*M

M1DMd2s/dMdyuyu,1dM/DM

d2s~MBC!/dMdyuyu,1
, ~8.2!

where thed2s/dMdy is the leading-order theoretical cross
section.

A summary of the Drell-Yan dimuon analysis is given in
Table X after the 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data are com-
bined. The systematic uncertainties from sources described
in Sec. VII are summarized in Table XI. Figure 8 shows
Drell-Yan cross section for the combined data. It also in-
cludes the previously published 1988–1989 CDF measure-
ment@4#. These measurements are compared with theoretical
predictions from a leading order calculation (LO1K-factor!
and a next-to-leading order calculation~NLO!. In the figure,
the d2s/dMdyuyu,1 leading order cross section is calculated
with the CTEQ-3L parton density functions and aK-factor
~Sec. IV A! to account for higher order effects. The next-to-

TABLE IX. The NNLO Z0 cross sections atAs51.8 TeV for
MRS-A, CTEQ-2M, and CTEQ-3M PDFs, compared to the experi-
mental values extracted from the dimuon 1992–1993 data set,
1994–1995 data set, and 1992–1995 combined. Also shown is the
CDF 1992–1993 cross section measurement in the electron chan-
nel. The branching fraction,B(Z0→e1e2, m1m2)53.362%, is
used to measures(Z0).

PDF set Channel s(Z0) ~nb!

MRS-A 6.59
CTEQ-2M 6.62
CTEQ-3M 6.63
1992–93 CDF e1e2 6.8760.36
1992–93 CDF m1m2 6.4460.57
1994–95 CDF m1m2 7.0660.64
Combined m1m2 6.9460.53

TABLE X. Summary of Drell-Yan dimuon analysis with the 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data sets
combined. The errors include both the statistical and systematic errors~including common luminosity uncer-
tainty of 6.6% added in quadrature!. NOS is the number of opposite-sign events, NSS is the number of

same-sign events, NBG is the remaining background coming from thet1t2, cc̄, bb̄, W1W2, and t t̄ , AM

3eM is the acceptance~which includes detector resolution smearing affects! times efficiency,CBC is the bin
centering correction which is defined in the text, andd2s/dMdyuyu,1 is the differential cross section. The
mass bin for 400– 500 GeV/c2 is to indicate that there is no data beyond M5400 GeV/c2 and the error for
the mass bin is based on one event.

Mass Bin NOS NSS NBG AM3eM CBC d2s/dMdyuyu,1

GeV/c2 pb/(GeV/c2)

40–50 70 0 2.0 0.084 1.029 0.36760.057
50–60 54 1 7.5 0.161 1.020 0.12960030
60–70 55 0 2.5 0.224 1.022 0.10760.019
70–78 63 0 0.5 0.284 1.037 0.12460.019
78–86 280 0 3.0 0.376 1.193 0.36060.037
86–90 660 0 0.5 0.241 1.349 2.3660.21
90–94 869 0 2.0 0.096 0.849 12.3861.08

94–102 449 0 1.0 0.327 1.453 0.55060.052
102–110 65 0 0.0 0.219 1.071 0.16160.025
110–120 29 0 1.0 0.181 1.040 0.06960.016
120–150 28 0 0.0 0.167 1.107 0.02460.005
150–200 9 0 0.0 0.164 1.099 0.004760.0016
200–250 4 0 0.0 0.168 1.047 0.002160.0011
250–300 2 0 0.0 0.169 1.032 0.0010760.00076
300–400 1 0 0.0 0.176 1.096 0.0002460.00024
400–500 0 0 0.0 0.227 1.076 0.060.00019
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leading logarithmic cross section is calculated using the
MRS-A parton density functions. Figure 9 shows the ratio of
data to theory.

Finally, we investigate the rapidity distribution of
dimuons from theZ0 cross section sample that are in the
mass range, 66,Mmm,116 GeV/c2. The 1992–1993 and
1994–1995 data are combined in this analysis. First, we con-
sider the total cross section in theuyu,1 region

s52E
66

116

dM
d2s

dMdyuyu,1 . ~8.3!

The method used to measure the Drell-Yan cross section is
used to measures. For the cross section, we obtain

s5130610 pb. ~8.4!

This is then used in the measurement of the cross section
ratio

R~y!5
1

s
•

ds

dy
~8.5!

where ds/dy is the differential cross section in the boson
rapidity. Theds/dy cross section is obtained in a manner
similar to thed2s/dMdyuyu,1 measurement. For the ratio,
R(y), the large integrated luminosity systematic error can-

TABLE XI. Systematic uncertainties in the Drell-Yan differen-
tial cross section measurement.

Mass Bin Sources~%!

(GeV/c2) PDF Choice Momentum Resolution Efficiency Sum

40–50 0.7 0.1 4.6 4.6
50–60 1.0 0.1 4.2 4.3
60–70 1.2 0.1 4.1 4.3
70–78 0.8 0.5 3.8 4.0
78–86 0.5 3.0 3.9 5.0
86–90 0.5 0.7 3.9 4.0
90–94 0.5 2.4 3.8 4.5

94–102 0.6 2.5 3.9 4.7
102–110 1.4 3.9 4.0 5.8
110–120 0.9 0.1 4.0 4.3
120–150 0.8 0.4 4.0 4.1
150–200 0.8 0.1 3.9 4.0
200–250 1.2 0.2 4.1 4.3
250–300 1.3 0.1 4.1 4.3
300–400 1.3 0.4 4.2 4.4
400–500 1.4 1.0 4.3 4.6

FIG. 8. Drell-Yan dimuon production cross section extracted
from the combined 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data. The solid line
is the NLO QCD prediction. The dashed line is the LO QCD pre-
diction with a K factor to account for higher order effects. The
dotted line is the NLO QCD prediction without the contribution
from Z0 exchange.

FIG. 9. The ratio of measuredd2s/dMdyuyu,1 ~data! using the
combined 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 data to the predicted
d2s/dMdyuyu,1 ~theory!.

FIG. 10. The rapidity cross section ratio from the combined
1992–1993 and 1994–1995 dimuon data. The measurement is com-
pared to leading order calculations with aK factor. The theoretical
curves are calculated using the CTEQ-3L~dotted line!, MRS-A
~solid line!, CTEQ-3M ~dashed line!, and MRS-D28 ~dot-dashed
line! PDFs. The error includes only the statistical and the non-
luminosity related systematic error.
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cels out. In theoretical calculations ofR(y), common sys-
tematic uncertainties also cancel out. Figure 10 shows the
measured cross section ratio as a function of the boson ra-
pidity, along with theoretical predictions for various PDFs.
There is good agreement with the theoretical expectations. In
the uyu,1 region, the ratio has a minimal sensitivity to
PDFs. Thus, the measurement of theuyu,1 cross section,s,
is not very sensitive to the choice of input PDFs used in the
acceptance calculation.

IX. CONCLUSION

Measurements of theZ0 and Drell-Yan differential cross
sections from dimuon events are presented. The measuredZ0

cross section is consistent with a QCD calculation based on
next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic calculation.

We have explicitly taken into account the final state QED
radiative effects. The Drell-Yan differential cross section
measurement as a function of boson mass is consistent with

our previous measurement using the dilepton events taken
during 1988–89 as well as with the LO3K-factor and the
next-to-leading logarithmic QCD predictions. The Drell-Yan
differential cross section measurement as a function of boson
rapidity in the Z0 mass range is consistent with the
LO3K-factor prediction.
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